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Who?
When?
What?
Who is likely to benefit from deworming in the next 6 weeks?

1. Spring born calves
   - Expect 20+ pounds

2. Stocker calves that were dewormed at turnout with a product other than LongRange
   - Expect 20+ pounds
When do we deworm them?

- **Spring born Calves**
  - Mid July-Mid Aug

- **Stocker Calves**
  - July
What do you use?
- Spring born calves
- White paste dewormers

Pros
- Opportunity to use a different class

Cons
- No persistent activity so it only clears the worms in the calf
- Have to catch heads
What do you use?
- Spring born calves
- Pour-on dewormers

Pros
- Short term fly control
- Don’t have to catch heads

Cons
- Less consistent blood levels
What do you use?
- Spring born calves
- Injectable dewormers

**Pros**
- More consistent blood levels
- LongRange could provide more all the deworming they need through fall

**Cons**
- No fly control
- Have to catch heads
What do you use?  
- Stocker calves  
- White paste dewormers

**Pros**
- Ability to deworm without catching
- Opportunity to use a different class

**Cons**
- No persistent activity so it only clears the worms in the calf
What do you use?
- Stocker calves
- Pour-on dewormers

**Pros**
- Short term fly control
- Don’t have to catch heads

**Cons**
- Less consistent blood levels
What do you use?
- Stocker calves
- Injectable dewormers

**Pros**
- More consistent blood levels

**Cons**
- No fly control
- Have to catch heads
Questions